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ABSTRACT
Context-sensitivity appears to be a key factor in developing the
knowledge base of coaching as a change process. As an
alternative perspective to the more widely held cause–effect
explanations on coaching, this view puts the focus on clients
and their contexts as integral to understanding how coaching
might work and why it is effective. In response to general
limitations of quantitative and mixed-method approaches to
understanding the contribution of client factors and contextual
factors in coaching effectiveness, our systematic meta-
synthesis of 110 peer-reviewed qualitative studies identifies
the client factors and contextual conditions that have been
proposed to affect when and how clients engage in effective
coaching. In mapping clients’ intrapersonal and interpersonal
dynamics in coaching, the Integrative Relationship Model
introduced in this meta-synthesis interprets the possible
influence of these dynamics on clients’ change process
through the uniquely integrative lens of qualitative studies.
This integrative perspective appears necessary to give
quantitative researchers future directions in how to investigate
coaching effectiveness.
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Practice points

. The main focus is on clients’ self and their social world as they interrelate in coaching to
examine and understand clients’ nuanced behaviours

. We apply a patterned meaning-making approach to imply that coaching is a dynamic
set of intrapersonal and interpersonal interactions

. Tangible implications are:
o emphasising the significance of emotion in explaining why clients do what
they do

o indicating how clients’ interrelatedness with their context impacts their learning
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Introduction

Mapping out the territory

There is a recent shift from ‘how to coach’ to ‘what impacts clients’ learning’ (e.g., Jones et al.,
2016) in coaching as a context-sensitive change process (e.g., Athanasopoulou & Dopson,
2018). There is a major theoretical consideration. The context-sensitive process approach
implies that coaching is more than a mere coach-client learning-based intervention. Cox
et al. (2014) view coaching as subject to fluctuations of the properties of the coach, the
client, the coach-client relationship and various contextual factors and claim that it is
more than an input-output cause–effect activity. As such, the context-sensitive process
approach is an alternative perspective to the more widely held cause–effect explanations
(Cavanagh, 2013) on coaching practice. Against this conceptual framework, we place coach-
ing as a purposeful meaning-making process (Drake, 2015) in a context that may explain
emergent client characteristics making this interactive learning system dynamic without
any links to specific methodical approaches (Bachkirova & Lawton Smith, 2015). In doing
so, we investigate client factors and contextual dynamics in coaching as a context-sensitive
change process. The aim is to complete our understanding of which client factors impact
clients’ learning and how contextual dynamics play out in clients’ change process as
reported in the articles reviewed in this qualitative meta-synthesis.

Reviewing earlier literature

One persistent debate in relation to the contextual character of coaching revolves around the
interrelatedness of client factors as they contribute to coaching outcomes (Passmore, 2007)
both in clients’ proximal (De Haan & Nieß, 2015) and distal context (Terblanche, 2014). Inves-
tigating this interrelatedness potentially enhances our understanding of how coaching works
(e.g., Bozer & Jones, 2018) as a dynamic set of intrapersonal and interpersonal interactions
(e.g., Palmer & McDowall, 2010). Our aim is to complete our insight into how to facilitate
clients’ change process and goal attainment in the future. We wish to inspire future qualitative
and quantitative research into coaching as a context-sensitive change process.

Thus far, coaching research reveals that clients’ responses such as trust (e.g., Gyllensten
& Palmer, 2007) commitment (e.g., Gregory et al., 2008) and self-efficacy (e.g., De Haan &
Duckworth, 2012) are the most influential ‘active ingredients’ (McKenna & Davis, 2009) for
positive coaching results. However, the majority of primary studies examining the role and
contribution of the client in coaching effectiveness have drawn primarily on quantitative
approaches. As such, they are focused on hypothesis-testing and cause–effect relation-
ships with studies relating to only a few client factors as isolated active ingredients (e.g.,
self-efficacy). They do not account for coaching as a change process. This is unfortunate
as we might miss the prevalence of relevant client factors that potentially impact
clients’ learning. At the same time, we might also miss the manner in which client
factors interrelate with clients’ proximal and distal contexts as dynamic change process.

Adopting a purely interpretative approach

Generally, our coaching practice grows continuously and we still have only limited scien-
tific evidence about the most effective coaching interventions. We need more inspiration
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from research to think about how coaches can be more effective. Specifically, we need a
bridge between qualitative research and coaching practice as we understand it through
quantitative research by making qualitative research more accessible to practitioners.
Practitioners need guidance in working with clients as they have many choices to make.
They need a richer evidence base to be credible towards clients. Reviewing purely quali-
tative primary research to explore the interrelatedness of client factors and contextual
factors may help as findings can deepen our understanding of coaching, particularly
when we view coaching as a context-sensitive and dynamic change process.

Quantitative research has contributed to our understanding of clients’ role in coaching
effectiveness. Yet, findings are limited in one main aspect: the need to isolate general
client factors in quantitative research inevitably leads to fragmented findings (Ely et al.,
2010). Isolating factors misses the potential interrelatedness of client factors and contex-
tual factors present in clients’ goal-attainment. We risk missing the relevance of such inter-
relatedness for coaching as a context-sensitive and dynamic change process. This
limitation has left coaching outcome research open to accusations of theoretical impreci-
sion given the under-regulated and varied nature of the practice (Western, 2012). As a
result, some scholars (e.g., de Haan, 2019) emphasise the significance of reviewing
client factors through a process-oriented lens of qualitative studies to identify patterned
shifts for clients. They argue that such an approach could overcome this limitation by sen-
sitising researchers and practitioners to how the multicity of client factors plays out in
coaching as intrapersonal outputs (e.g., Ianiro & Kauffeld, 2014) shaped by contextual influ-
ences across sessions and over time. Moreover, some scholars (e.g., Day, 2010) recognise
that gaining a deeper understanding of the patterned dynamics of clients’ internal world
as revealed in their interrelatedness and as they emerge in clients’ social contexts is
necessary before we can claim to fully understand coaching. In providing insight into
how these factors interrelate, qualitative literature is believed to ‘yield truths that are
better, more socially relevant, or complete’ (Paterson et al., 2001, p. 111). Hence, it
enhances our theoretical understanding of the multicity of factors involved in coaching
engagements (Bachkirova, 2017) or guides coaches’ actions (e.g., Drake, 2015).

Despite scholarly calls (e.g., Myers, 2017) for coaching process researchers to systema-
tically review primary qualitative studies as the new conceptual route, the conceptualis-
ation of clients’ goal-attainment has remained limited to systematic reviews focusing
exclusively on either quantitative studies (e.g., Jones et al., 2016; Sonesh et al., 2015; Thee-
boom et al., 2014) or mixed-method approaches (e.g., Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2018;
Bozer & Jones, 2018) or specific types of coaching (e.g., Lawrence, 2017). These reviews
do not explain the dynamic interrelatedness of the client factors or contextual factors
that were found to determine coaching effectiveness.

Systematic questions

Most recently, de Haan’s (2019) first systematic review of 101 qualitative publications in
workplace and executive coaching highlighted the coach-client related success criteria
(i.e., development of trust in, acceptance of and commitment to coaching, capacity to
agree on tasks and goals, the coachee’s adherence to the coaching contract, a shared
psychological understanding and newly gained insight). De Haan’s (2019) systematic
qualitative review sets the stage for our research questions:
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Q1: which client factors and contextual factors reported in primary qualitative studies are rel-
evant for coaching effectiveness, and

Q2: how do primary qualitative studies suggest that these factors interrelate in clients’ learning
as a context-sensitive and dynamic change process.

Based on these questions, the purpose of this purely qualitative meta-synthesis is to
explore coaching as a context-sensitive and dynamic change process as patterned inter-
actions of client factors and contextual factors imply consequences for how we can
deepen our understanding of coaching.

Contribution of this paper

The contribution of this qualitative meta-synthesis is two-fold. First, we provide a perva-
sive picture of client factors aggregated as emotion, attitude and behaviour. Through
interpretive synthesis as a patterned meaning-making approach, we provide more man-
ageable means of analysis for researching how client factors might interrelate in clients’
change process. The aim is to deepen our understanding of the dynamic nature of
coaching. We emphasise the significance of emotion as an under-researched and
under-theorised factor in explaining why clients do what they do in coaching. This
emphasis gives researchers future directions in how to investigate coaching effective-
ness. Second, in applying a process-oriented lens, we develop an Integrative Relation-
ship Model (IRM) to depict the patterned interrelatedness of the client factors and
contextual factors that are proposed to affect when and how clients might engage in
coaching as a context-sensitive process. It is this context-sensitive approach to change
processes that we elucidate for a deeper understanding of clients’ intrapersonal and
interpersonal dynamics as a linchpin of their learning. This is useful to conduct future
quantitative investigations of how to facilitate change towards effective goal-attainment
in coaching psychology and management development beyond the impact of selective
variables (Myers, 2017).

Methodology (Exhaustive methodology available as supplemental online
material)

Qualitative meta-synthesis (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2007) was selected as an acknowl-
edged methodology in social sciences (e.g., Siddaway et al., 2018) and management
(e.g., Tranfield et al., 2003) to inductively conceptualise client factors and contextual
factors and to answer Q1 and Q2. Induction lends itself to explaining some lawful relation-
ships between social experiences (Gephart, 2004) through interpretation. Qualitative
meta-synthesis is a valuable tool for exploring the (a) depth (given the qualitative
approach) and (b) breadth (given the integration of primary studies from various coaching
contexts and participant groups) of client factors and contextual factors in primary quali-
tative studies. In elucidating research gaps, related fields like psychotherapy (e.g., Lachal
et al., 2017) systematically recur to qualitative meta-syntheses to inform the development
of quantitative research. Our purpose is to advance our knowledge of how to design,
implement and evaluate coaching interventions as this has been achieved successfully
in the field of health interventions (e.g., Tong et al., 2012). Table 1 (supplemental online
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material) provides a comprehensive protocol following the seven aspects of qualitative
meta-syntheses (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2007) and is guided by reporting standards as dis-
cussed by Tong et al. (2012) and Hoon (2013).

Systematic literature search

The search strategy involved searching all the available concepts iteratively. This approach
required re-engaging with literature in a purposive way (Patton, 2002) and stimulated
adaptations of the inclusion/exclusion criteria.

The entire search strategy was performed in six steps (Figure 1).
First, the primary database selected for records is the ISI Web of Science as it counts

among the most comprehensive interdisciplinary databases (integrating EBSCOhost,
PsychInfo, ProQuestion) of high-impact peer-reviewed journals in the social sciences.
The initial search based on the free-text terms ‘coaching’, ‘coaching process’, and the
combination with the methodological filter ‘qualitative research’, but NOT ‘sport’, and
NOT ‘med*’, sorted by articles and refined by Web of Science database categories
and search strings yielded 113 hits. Second, we added keywords to refine search
results. While the client as an influencing factor has evolved into a key area of study,
there is remarkably little consistency in the terminology (Greif, 2017). The keywords
used to denote the client as an influencing factor were ‘client’, ‘coachee’, ‘success
factor’, ‘outcome criteria’ and ‘antecedent’ as scoped by Ely et al. (2010) and Greif
(2017). This addition yielded one (n = 1) relevant result and was then further comple-
mented with the labels ‘active ingredients’ (McKenna & Davis, 2009) and ‘common
factors’ (De Haan, 2008) to establish further variants (n = 9), as recommended in biblio-
graphic database search (Page, 2008). This approach yielded two (n = 2) relevant results.
As primary qualitative papers on coaching are underrepresented in the high-impact
journals recorded in Web of Science, the impact factor of the journals was eventually
not accounted for. Third, Grant’s (2011) annotated bibliography of scholarly publi-
cations served as a secondary basis for a thorough manual selection of solely peer-
reviewed articles that use qualitative research methodologies. This scanning approach
resulted in the identification of seventy publications (n = 73). Fourth, this set formed the
basis for a tertiary strategy of forward citation, and the purposive sampling process
resulted in the identification of additional relevant papers (n = 95) including inter alia
doctoral dissertations, both published and unpublished, pertinent to the review ques-
tion. Fifth, to avoid missing potentially relevant and most recent records the volume
The Sage Handbook of Coaching (2017) edited by Tatiana Bachkirova, Gordon
Spence and David Drake was screened for relevant peer-reviewed articles (until
January 2017) as well as Athanasopoulou and Dopson’s (2018) and de Haan’s (2019)
most recent systematic literature reviews of qualitative studies. These tertiary
methods resulted in the hand-searching of authors cited in the reference lists of
these works. Additional studies pertinent to the review questions were located
(n = 45). Sixth, the systematic search also included more generic electronic sources
such as Google Scholar, OpenGrey, WorldCat, and OpenDOAR. Articles published
after December 2019 are not included in the search hits. A total of 173 references
were exported to a summary table and categorised by type of study, title, author,
journal, number of participants, and research paradigm. Electronic and hard copies of
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Figure 1. Overview of sampling process and results.
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publications were obtained to appraise whether (a) articles met inclusion criteria, (b)
inclusion criteria required further adaptations, and to identify (c) the methodological
perspectives and focus of studies (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2007).

Inclusion & exclusion and quality appraisal

First, an initial inclusion/exclusion question was formulated (i.e., ‘What is the evidence of
clients’ characteristics investigated?’) to determine whether the 173 articles fit Q1.
Second, the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP; National CASP Collaboration,
2006) was selected as a set of criteria (10 Questions to Help you Make a Sense of Qualitat-
ive Research) along which to systematically appraise the quality of primary qualitative
studies and to assess the articles collected for inclusion/exclusion. Third, a three-level
weighting approach (primary, secondary, tertiary) served as a means to establish the per-
formance of the articles for each CASP category. Studies that sufficiently answered the
research questions were not excluded based on the research design even if they included
certain secondary quantitative elements (e.g., questionnaires, descriptive statistics). Some
articles (n = 63) were excluded as the abstracts turned out to relate to topics that were not
coaching-specific, or because papers did not answer the research questions or failed to
describe methodical criteria (e.g., outcome study, study review). Grey literature (e.g.
books, book chapters) was excluded as papers did not meet CASP criteria. Table 2 (sup-
plemental online material) provides the list of the primary qualitative articles included
in this meta-synthesis.

Eventually, this qualitative meta-synthesis includes only empirical work on coaching
generally, as published in peer-reviewed journals to attain highest quality in synthesising
primary qualitative studies. Additionally, it includes published and unpublished doctoral
dissertations. Dissertations are rigorous peer-reviewed papers that contain rich and meth-
odologically robust procedures and are likely to produce reliable and valid outcomes. Con-
versely, action research (e.g., Reason & Bradbury, 2001) thesis papers were found to be
unsuitable for the purposes of this qualitative meta-synthesis. The reason is that
coaches focus on their learning from a perspective of first-person enquiry. The 1990s
were chosen as the starting point for inclusion. This synthesis includes English-only (Amer-
ican and British) articles.

Data collection and extraction

In collecting and extracting data from the final set of 110 articles, a simple cross-study
data display was created as a system by which to extract contextual and client-factor
dynamics as a basis for performing a line-by-line identification of qualitatively
unique distinctions drawn by authors in the studies. The cross-data display identifies
the following descriptors found in each study: (a) full citation for articles; (b) context
(e.g., coaching setting and approach, client characteristics); (c) data analysis supported
by direct quotes; (d) categories, (e) subcategories and themes reported (data can be
obtained upon request). The trustworthiness and transferability of results were deter-
mined by the level of quality of reporting sought or achieved in the primary studies
(e.g., consistent triangulation, saturation) as explained in data analysis and synthesis
below.
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Qualitative data analysis and synthesis

The analytical method selected for generating themes is known as thematic synthesis
(Thomas & Harden, 2008). As is typical for conducting a qualitative meta-synthesis, this
synthesis inevitably is only one possible interpretation of the data (Kinn et al., 2013). To
establish triangulation in assessing the rigour and quality of the analytical process (e.g.,
Barry et al., 1999), two coaches were invited into the process of considering the same
data set. Data analysis was applied in two stages.

Data analysis: stage one

First, a thorough rereading resulted in the clustering of articles by five distinct method
types (Table 3 supplemental online material). Clustering raised the question of how to
treat qualitative research in terms of methodical rigour. It was decided that articles in
which the mixed-method approach was not dominant and in which content or structural
analysis was based on qualitative data collection would be included in this meta-synthesis.
All five primary research methods that emerged from the sampling process were included
as relevant for measuring credibility, dependability and transferability of findings. Table 3
(supplemental online material) maps the explicit aspects along which the qualitative
studies were distributed in terms of trustworthiness. Most importantly, the level of trans-
parency of the research methods reported in the studies began to serve as a basis for how
to identify with greater confidence what is trustworthy and transferable in terms of
findings.

All descriptions/extracts related to client factors and contextual factors were listed in a
spreadsheet to review the individual substance of data along a coding guide. This coding
guide served as a coding frame for categorising codes and was shared with the two
coaches as co-coders (Figure 2).

Data analysis: stage two

To categorise codes, stage two involved three types of coding as described by Strauss and
Corbin (1990): (a) open coding of findings specific to each study type to create concepts;
(b) axial coding across the open codes to generate conceptual categories; (c) theoretical
coding across the categories towards aggregating dimensions as themes. Eye-balling
(Yin, 1994) was applied as an inductive technique to draw interpretive conclusions.

In categorising codes, it became apparent that researchers apply different language to
describe similar themes. For instance, readiness for coaching is described as willingness to
be coached, openness to the process (e.g., Bush, 2005), willingness to try out new behav-
iour or to change (e.g., Hurd, 2009), willingness to look at stuck situations (e.g., Kets de
Vries, 2013), or preparedness (e.g., Peterson & Millier, 2005) in their studies, to name but
one theme. Thus, in this analysis stage the question arose how the ‘ambiguous identity’
(Corley & Gioia, 2004) of some nascent concepts such as willingness, openness and readi-
ness support the description and explanation of the client factors under review through
adequate theoretical referents. Despite linguistic dissonances around a myriad of codes,
three distinct aggregate dimensions emerged as the result of the analytical process of
building a data structure.
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Eventually, the emergent themes were further distilled into ‘aggregate dimensions’
(Corley & Gioia, 2004). The three aggregate dimensions are coded as: emotion, attitude,
behaviour as described in the Finding section below. Table 1 provides a summary of
the primary qualitative study types split by aggregate dimensions and context.

Figure 3 (supplemental online material) is a graphic representation of the generation of
coded themes and aggregation into client-factor dimensions.

Figure 2. Coding guide and coding frames for categorising codes guided by Barry et al. (1999).

Table 1. Summary of primary qualiative study types split by aggregate dimensions & context.
Aggregate dimension Case study Interview Interaction Analysis Exploratory study Descriptive statistics

Emotion 7 15 0 0 0
Attitude 35 33 3 4 0
Behaviour 45 38 7 5 2
Context 28 35 3 4 2

Note: some studies measured multiple dimensions.
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Data synthesis

In a third stage, the themes were synthesised within and across primary studies to
‘produce a new and integrative interpretation of findings that is more substantive than
those resulting from individual investigations’ (Finfgeld, 2003, p. 894) and thus to induc-
tively ground theoretical framework on emerging concepts derived from evidence
collected.

In identifying signs of interrelatedness between the three aggregate dimensions,
stage three incorporated the following activities: (a) constant comparison between aggre-
gate dimensions and interpretations with outcomes at individual study level to identify
potential meta-biases (e.g., primary research studies that did not fit within the current
array of concepts, constructs and themes; lack of coherence of interpretive explanations),
(b) translating studies into one another to draw cross-case conclusions, (c) synthesising
themes in the form of an integrative conceptual model, and (d) theoretical sampling to
build confidence in the cumulative evidence by accounting for differences between the
client factors and contextual factors in relationship to the emerging conceptual
framework.

In maintaining quality control, best practice guidelines for synthesising primary quali-
tative findings (Dixon-Woods et al.,2007) formed the basis for applying the following pro-
cedures to ensure quality control: (a) creating transparency throughout the synthesis
process by providing in-depth descriptions and explanations for decisions taken in this
meta-synthesis; (b) employing two coaches as co-coders; (c) incorporating established
methods to synthesise primary qualitative studies; (d) utilising established quality apprai-
sal tools; and (e) using an audit trail for documenting decisions and agreements nego-
tiated with co-coders.

Findings

Overview of client factors and contextual factors

First, in the analytic phase, this qualitative meta-synthesis produced three emerging client-
factor aggregate diimensions: (a) behaviour is found to be studied most extensively (n =
97), (b) followed by attitude (n = 75), while (c) emotion is found to be studied least exten-
sively (n = 22). For this synthesis, emotion is the dimension that is rooted in basic needs
and involves feeling (Figure 2). It is understood to have varying impact on and to be
impacted by the other aggregate dimensions across study types. Attitude manifests
itself in the way clients view the world. Attitude bears varying effects and is affected by
the other aggregate dimensions across study types. Behaviour reflects competencies
and certain inclinations in interpersonal communication as reported in the primary quali-
tative studies that is partly conditioned by the coach’s behaviour as a coping style as well
as the other dimensions across study types. Second, in the analytic phase, the qualitative
meta-synthesis also produced a fourth aggregate dimension (n = 72). This dimension
relates to the distal and proximal contextual factors as they are reported in the primary
qualitative studies to influence clients’ change process. Figure 3 maps the embeddedness
of the four aggregate dimensions in clients’ change process.

While these four aggregate dimensions comprehensively describe client factors and
contextual factors present in coaching, descriptions do not explain how these coded
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dimensions interrelate when it comes to clients’ learning in coaching (e.g., how trust in
coaching relates to clients’ readiness to be coached).

To sustain a theoretical framework of interrelatedness of coded dimensions emergent
thtough interpretation in this meta-synthesis, our narrative presentation below includes
verbatim quotes from primary qualitative studies to capture the meaning of the
dynamic patterns derived from interpretive synthesis. Verbatim quotes indicate how
aggregate dimensions interrelate, that is how client factors and contextual factors
impact on or are impacted by one another. Table 5 (supplemental online material) pro-
vides a summary of the frequency of interrelatedness for the four aggregate dimensions
as dimensional dynamics across all study types.

Interrelating client factors and contextual factors

Interrelating client factors
One theoretical lens that has previously investigated how clients learn in coaching is
Hampson’s (2012) personality process theory. It affords to target the direct (i.e., one
factor impacting on some other factor) and indirect (i.e., one factor impacting on some
other factor via a third factor) interrelatedness of client factors as well as the direct and
indirect effects of contextual factors on outcomes. While the primary qualitative studies
under review do not use quantitative descriptors to describe change processes in coach-
ing, concepts (e.g., trust, anxiety) are nevertheless found to refer to as mediating in some
studies (e.g., Wales, 2003) or being a ‘predictor’ (e.g., Peel, 2008) to suggest correlationality
with coaching effectiveness. Ultimately, in this meta-synthesis, only the existence of a
certain type of dimensional interrelatedness can be ascertained through interpretation
on the basis of verbatim quotes. Apart from presenting dimensions as being directly inter-
related using descriptors (e.g., a factor ‘affects’, ‘impacts on’, ‘leads to’, ‘relates to’, ‘results

Figure 3. Client factors and embedded in contingencies (based on Grant, 2017).
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from’ another factor) or indirectly interrelated (e.g., one factor leads to another factor
through a third factor), the verbatim quotes in the qualitative studies refer to dimensions
as positively (e.g., ‘facilitate’, ‘improve’, ‘will increase’, ‘is likely to lead to’) or negatively (e.g.,
‘reduce’, ‘might impede’, ‘inhibit’) affecting the way in which clients progress in coaching
across all study types (Table 2 (supplemental online material)). In some cases, in the
absence of clear descriptors, the coders recurred to their knowledge and experience of
coaching to define the positive or negative quality of dimensional interrelatedness (e.g.,
Cavicchia, 2010). To illustrate dimensional interrelatedness as mapped in Table 5 (sup-
plemental online material), this meta-synthesis provides some examples of verbatim
quotes as they were combined to form dimensional dynamics to answer Q1. For the
sake of conciseness, we do not report all the dynamic patterns through verbatim
quotes identified in the 110 qualitative studies (data can be obtained on request).

In a study using descriptive statistics (Cavicchia, 2010), shame defined as ‘clients’ emer-
ging self-image of deficiencies inhibits spontaneity and improvisation’ as a capacity (atti-
tude→behaviour). It is described as (negatively) influenced by ‘clients’ susceptibility to
feeling unaccepted’ (emotion→attitude) and (positively) by ‘making use of ‘relational
bridge’ (behaviour→attitude). In their case study, Kiel et al. (1996) suggest that clients’
‘fears of losing winning formulas’ and ‘fear of change as ‘hidden agendas’ lead to
resistance and reduced leadership effectiveness’ (emotion→behaviour) and might be
(positively) influenced by ‘levels of psychological mindedness and trust’ (attitude→
behaviour). Alvey and Barclay (2007) explain how clients’ ‘receptivity to coaching’ and
‘willingness to disclose honest feelings’ might ‘foster development of trust’ (behaviour→
attitude). Huggler’s case study (2007) postulates that clients’ ‘idealizing (seeing the
coach as all wise and perfect)’, ‘mirroring (wishing to be loved and admired by coach)’,
‘twinship’(wishing to imitate and be like coach)’, might be (positively) influenced by
clients’ ‘collaboration’ in the coaching (behaviour→emotion) via clients’ ‘trust’, which is
reported to (positively) ‘impact their capacity to collaborate’ (attitude→behaviour).

Interrelating client factors and contextual factors
Similar to the dimensional interrelatedness of client factors described above, contextual
factors manifest in a dynamic manner in the coaching process across all study types.
They form the basis for interpreting when and how clients engage in coaching and
thus reflect the socially constructed nature of coaching. For this meta-synthesis, contextual
factors refer to past and/or present milieu-related conditions specific to the coach or client
having either proximal or distal impact. They affect and are affected by the other dimen-
sions and are inherent in the circumstances governing a situation (e.g., coach system,
client system, client-coach relationship, organisational support). Both more proximal con-
textual dynamics (e.g., coach’s motivation affects client’s perceived level of engagement),
the coaching engagement (e.g., client-coach match) and clients’ more distal contextual
dynamics (e.g., executive level support, coaching culture increase clients’ self-confidence
and sense of agency) are derived from the qualitative studies. To illustrate dimensional
interrelatedness as mapped in Table 5 (supplemental online material), this meta-synthesis
provides some examples of verbatim quotes as they were combined and constantly com-
pared to form dimensional dynamics. For the sake of conciseness, we do not report all the
dynamic patterns through verbatim quotes identified in the 110 qualitative studies (data
can be obtained on request).
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Cavicchia’s (2010) article is one example which gives inspiration for how to interpret
client factors and contextual factors. The author finds that shame will (negatively)
‘impact the coaching relationship as an unproductive pattern of relating’ (attitude→con-
text). This study also explains how clients are impacted, albeit ‘subtly’ by the coach,
which (positively or negatively) ‘contributes to the feeling and thoughts that arise, the
work that unfolds, and the learning that occurs – for both!’ (context⇢emotion; contex-
t⇢attitude). A recent study (Noon, 2018) exploring presence illustrates how ‘being phys-
ically interrupted by coach supports clients’ regaining engagement’ (context→behaviour)
as well as how coaches’ ‘making eye contact or direct feedback from coach facilitates
clients’ presence’ (behaviour→attitude), which implies that coach as a context through
own behaviour had a positive impact on client (context⇢attitude). Huggler (2007) finds
that ‘narcissistic clients’ collaboration is (positively) related with affect containment’ (emo-
tion→behaviour) ‘through coaches’ empathic attunement’ (context⇢emotion), which
‘builds up trust’ (context→behaviour). Mansi (2007) reports that clients’ ‘empathy, level
of guilt, anxiety impact on their effectiveness as learders’ through extreme levels of volatile
behaviour including angry outbursts, hostile verbal and non-verbal communication’ and
that ‘will have potentially disastrous consequences for the individual and their organiz-
ation’ (emotion→behaviour; emotion⇢context). Based on 56 critical moments De Haan
(2008) indicates that clients’ ‘turn calm as they are positively affected by coaches’ calm-
ness, openness, authenticity, ability to doubt and greet what comes next with questions’
(context→behaviour) in response to clients’ ‘lack of confidence in and acceptance of
coach’ (context⇢attitude) as a result of ‘tension as doubt’ in clients (emotion→attitude).
This dynamic is experienced as ‘critical moments’ as breakthrough moments in the
coach-client relationship as reported by coaches.

To sum up, seven (7) dimensional dynamics indicate a direct relationship while five (5)
dynamics imply an indirect dimensional interrelatedness as reported in the studies
(Table 5 (supplemental online material)). Most strikingly, emotion is identified as the
only dimension that directly relates to the other dimensions (attitude and behaviour). Fur-
thermore, emotion is the dimension that is only indirectly – via a third factor – influenced
by the other aggregate dimensions unlike behaviour which is identified as the only dimen-
sion directly influenced by the other three dimensions. Similarly, behaviour is the only
dimension that involves five direct dynamic relationships as reported in the studies.
However, behaviour is not reported to directly relate to emotion. Nor is attitude reported
to directly relate to emotion.

Consequently, in conducting a constant comparison of client factor dynamics across all
study types and in providing a possible conceptualisation of how these four dimensions
interrelate as inspired by the findings in the primary qualitative studies, we lay the foun-
dations for building theory to encourage future research. This conceptualisation was
developed through interpretive synthesis and is presented below.

Integrative relationship model

The Integrative Relationship Model (IRM) captures six (6) dimension pairs (Figure 4).
First, it highlights the core essence of emotion in coaching engagements: clients’ inner

world as expressive of emotion emerges as important for them. Second, it maps how client
factors potentially integrate proximal and distal contextual factors as they might affect
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Figure 4. Integrative relationship model of client factors and contextual factors.
Notes: Direct interrelatedness is implied when one factor impacts directly on the other as reported in the studies. Indirect
interrelatedness is implied when one factor impacts on another factor via a third factor as reported in the studies. Positive
and negative quality of interrelatedness is deducted from descriptors used in verbatim quotes. Constant comparison of
direct and indirect as well as positive and negative dimensional dynamics across all study types identified how dimensions
(emotion, attitude, behavior and contingencies) are embedded in coaching. A transcending non-linear process reveals pat-
terned shifts for clients in the coaching process as observed in the domain of personality process theory but not yet fully
understood and explained in coaching as a socially constructed change process. In analogy to ‘Personality Processes: Mech-
anisms by which Personality Traits “Get Outside the Skin”’ by S. Hampson (2012), Annual Review of Psychology, 63, 315–339.
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when and how clients engage in coaching. In effect, clients are agentic learners in inter-
action with others rather than an isolated self from others and situations.

Consequently, IRM purports that clients’ experiences can be conceptualised from (a) a
lens of dynamic interrelatedness as clients undergo their change process, and (b) a
nuanced perspective of dynamic interrelatedness as they emerge in clients’ social con-
texts. In this model, dynamics between aggregate dimensions occur directly – one dimen-
sion affecting another dimension (see → in the model) – and also indirectly – via a third
dimension (see ⇢ in the model) – where these are associated in the same coaching
engagement. As such, the model does not offer new insights into intrapersonal or inter-
personal dynamics. Instead, it demonstrates the prevelance of the codes that this meta-
synthesis produces and offers the basis from which to draw conclusions for future empiri-
cal research on coaching effectiveness. The aim is to balance the current bias in coaching
literature around the client factors and contextual factors that are studied and the ones
that need to be investigated with a more process-oriented perspective both in qualitative
and quantitative research. This will ultimately support coaching service providers in navi-
gating the demands of increasingly competitive learning-based interventions in organis-
ations (Clegg et al., 2005).

Discussion

As coaching research tends to revolve around measuring goal-attainment mostly the mea-
surables seem to be in the foreground. Therefore, we have insufficient focus on the client
with a specific emotionality. Additionally, given the present state of disconnected facts
and experiences in the extant literature on how client factors and contextual factors inter-
relate in coaching we advocate that an integrative theory will progress research endea-
vours into the body of knowledge about how coaching works. We argue that the
relative consistency of the dynamic patterns arrived at through constant comparison of
qualitative text data supports the trustworthiness and dependability of emerging insights
on what might be relevant dynamics to investigate in future qualitative and quantitative
research. In consolidating the dispersed body of this influential area of research, this meta-
synthesis makes two specific contributions:

First, this qualitative meta-synthesis indicates that emotion is a factor that is heavily
under-researched and under-theorised in coaching. As the majority of the studies was
identified to explore behaviour as a goal-attainment measure in this meta-synthesis, we
suggest that the relevance of emotion as a key factor that affects coaching outcomes
remains overshadowed. The direct interrelatedness emerging between behaviour and
the other three dimensions implies that coaching research has placed the focus on
measuring shifts in behaviour for goal-attainment. However, this approach harbours the
risk of overlooking the other three dimensions. IRM maps that these other three dimen-
sions might directly and indirectly influence behaviour. Specifically, findings give inspi-
ration to propose that emotion (e.g., fear, anger, uncertainty, emotional excess) might
lead to clients’ propensity for certain behaviours in specific situations, which is consistent
with quantitative research findings (Mackie, 2015). Indeed, paying attention to emotion is
necessary if we wish to deepen our understanding about the irregularities that coaches
encounter when applying certain coaching methods (e.g., GROW model) that prove to
be effective with certain clients while they appear ineffective with some others. Latest
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neuroscience research into emotion (Barrett, 2017) shows how little we know about coach-
ing clients’ emotionality and how risky it is to simply guess client emotions. Barrett’s (2017)
breakthrough is to explain that our brain constructs an interpretation and then relates it to
various past experiences and their related resource balances, which manifests in emotion
types such as anger, fear and sadness. These emotions convey the meaning of the experi-
ence to clients. Hence, our call is to explore emotion both in qualitative and quantitative
research on coaching effectiveness as it appears to influence behaviour (e.g., fear or uncer-
tainty leading to resistance and lack of engagement). Inevitably, investigating emotion in
quantitative research implies methodological challenges researchers encounter in their
meaning making of outcomes as coaching constantly seeks to strike a balance between
looking at the ‘whole person’ (Taylor, 1998) and looking at one isolated facet of that
person (i.e., professional role or behaviour).

Second, while the body of knowledge comprising client factors and contextual factors is
evolving, a theoretically informed interpretation of a perceived interrelatedness of these
factors has remained unaddressed to move research on coaching effectiveness towards
a consolidated evidence base (e.g., Athanasopoulou & Dopson, 2018). In response to
the paucity of conceptual propositions (Grant, 2017) for future research, this meta-syn-
thesis produces IRM that maps the way in which client factors and contextual factors
are interpreted to dynamically interrelate in coaching as a context-sensitive process. As
an integrative model, IRM follows McDowall’s (2017) call to go beyond taxonomy-
specific assessments of behavioural change to deepen our understanding of how coach-
ing as a context-sensitive and dynamic change intervention can aid clients’ development
as a meaning-making process. Indeed, research has increasingly viewed coaching as an
input-output practice rather than a process-oriented activity (Greif, 2017) with coaches
delivering coaching and clients being the recipients of coaching. While such an input-
output approach to coaching research has considerably enhanced our understanding of
coaching effectiveness, it ignores the possibility of coaching being socially constructed.
Coaching practice tends to remain decontextualised (Cavanagh, 2013). Yet, any investigation
into coaching is necessarily incomplete unless both client factors and contextual factors are
considered to account for the dynamically patterned context-sensitive nature of coaching.
Findings in this meta-synthesis (e.g., Ben-Hador, 2016; Nanduri, 2018) challenge propositions
(Bachkirova, Sibley, et al., 2015) that the context in which coaching takes place does not
account for major influences on coaching outcomes. While and where coaches as clients’
proximal context are skilled and might display attitudes that cannot be identified as impact-
ing the coaching process, some studies suggest that coaches’ emotions and behaviours are
possibly affecting clients’ change processes, both in a positive and negative way (e.g., De
Haan & Nieß, 2015; Ianiro & Kauffeld, 2014). Thus, we argue that coaches need to develop
a quality of mind that can grasp the interplay between other, society, and self if we were
to progress the body of knowledge in coaching as a context-sensitive area of human
relations. We believe that this can be achieved through a capabilities-based approach
rather than a competencies-based framework when training and assessing coaches and
coaching effectiveness (Bachkirova & Lawton Smith, 2015).

Conclusively, this meta-synthesis supports calls (Terblanche, 2014) for applying the rela-
tively novel methodology of Social Network Analysis (SNA) to investigate coaching based
on the interactional perspective offered in IRM. IRM argues that interpretations of a poss-
ible underlying interrelatedness through which qualitative researchers found client factors
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and contextual factors to explain when and how clients might engage in coaching serve as
conceptual resource (Bachkirova, Arthur, et al., 2015) to scholars in coaching psychology
wishing to measure how these factors translate into coaching effectiveness in an integra-
tive manner.

Conclusion

In systematically synthesising 110 primary qualitative studies, we find that clients’ ‘inner
world’ – that is their emotions – is rarely the subject of coaching research. Yet, the coding
results seem to show that emotions count as in conversations clients’ inner world
emerges as important to them. We find that emotions are overlooked both in qualitative
and quantitative coaching research. Most scientists investigate some cognitive types
such as trust, self-efficacy or commitment but hardly anyone explores how emotions
play out in the coaching process when investigating effectiveness in coaching. We do
not mean to indicate that intrapersonal processes are a new insight. Instead, in reporting
about the prevalence of the codes in this meta-synthesis, we argue that a lot can be
further explored in terms of intrapersonal dynamics in coaching through qualitative
and quantitative research. Therefore, we argue for an understanding of coaching as
clients’ dynamic change process. On the one hand, we propose that in order to discover,
examine and understand clients’ nuanced behaviours, we ought to focus on both clients’ self
and their social world as they interrelate in coaching. Without this awareness of totality, we
cannot claim to fully understand coaching. We advocate that the interrelatedness of client
factors and contextual factors as introduced in the Integrative Relationship Model (IRM) form
the linchpin of future quantitative approaches to coaching outcome research (Sheldon et al.,
2015). On the other hand, we argue that IRM indicates a shift from coaching as merely a
linear input-output practice for enhancing performance towards adopting dynamic
system perspectives in social psychology that reflect the multi-faceted nature of coaching
practice and research (Cavanagh, 2013). Without adopting the patterned dynamics that
represent the integrative nature of coaching, we might remain deprived of exploring a
key educational opportunity for addressing the responsibility of coaches as enablers of
meaning-making (Drake, 2015) beyond goal-attainment.

Limitations

This qualitative meta-synthesis reflects efforts to provide a reproducible systematic syn-
thesis with minimal researcher bias. Yet, it has three discernible limitations. First, although
we provide a comprehensive overview of how client factors and contextual factors dyna-
mically interrelate to further our understanding of underlying mechanisms, we recognise
that the dimensions mapped in IRM cannot be viewed as entirely conclusive. We have no
results that validate or contradict our model. Second, the relevance of the interrelatedness
of client factors and contextual factors as instrumental processes cannot be ascertained
given the lack of statistical value of the dimensional relationships identified through inter-
pretive synthesis. Third, despite endeavours to include all coaching-specific and coaching-
relevant articles, we acknowledge that the decision to exclude keywords such as ‘sports’
and ‘clinical’ from electronic searches may have caused the unintentional exclusion of
some papers from this synthesis.
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